Constant-Force Coil-Balance System

MI Windows and Doors utilizes a state-of-the-art coil-balance system in all 1500, 1600, and 3500 Series double- and single-hung units. Used in homes for over 20 years, the robotic engineering of the component piece ensures each balance is made with extreme precision, providing unmatched reliability for the user. The balance features stainless steel springs that are coated to resist corrosion and the low-friction, moving coil system results in lower operating force and smoother sash movement that is seven times quieter than competitive balances.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Stainless steel moving coil system does not slide against jamb, resulting in lower operating force and smoother, quieter operation
- Coated, stainless steel springs resist corrosion and enhance long-term functionality
- Robust drop-in cam offers enhanced structural performance
- Pivot bar system ensures sash will not disengage from balance when tilted for cleaning
- Strength and versatility allow the balance to adapt to dual- and triple-pane units